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Abstract

Little consideration has been given to the
impact of recent developments in negative ion
source technology on the design of low energy
neutral beam injectors. However, negative ion
sources of improved operating efficiency, higher
gas efficiency, and smaller beam divergence Mill
lead to neutral deuterium injectors, operating
at less than 100 keV, with better operating effi-
ciencies and more compact layouts than can (-e
obtained from positive ion systems.

I. Introduction

In the past it was generally acknowledged
that all neutral beam injectors, operating at
energies below ISO keV, would be made from posi-
tive ions. This was because positive ion beaas
were available chat worked well at lower beam
energies. At higher energies, however, their
neutralization efficiencies are so poor that
even with direct recovery of the energy in the
unneutralized fraction of the beam they could
not be made into useful beam lines.

Thus the impetus for negative ion develop-
nisnt was to provide high energy neutral beams.
Electrons can be stripped from negative ions to
form neutrals at high efficiencies that are re-
latively independent of beam energy.

AS negative ion technology improves, it
becomes more attractive as a basis of low energy
injector design. So much so, that if low energy
beams are needed in future operating reactors,
say 25 years from now, they will most likely be
formed from negative ions, stripped by photode-
tachment.

Positive ions are preferred in today's in-
jectors because there is no i-aaediate need for
high energy beams and large negative ion systems
have yet ro be demonstrated. In addition, they
form beam lines which have several important:
advantages over our earlier concepts of negative
ion performance. To be specific, it is believed
that positive ion systems have:

a; Ion sources which operate more
efficiently.

b) Lower ion losses.

c) Ion sources with higher gas efficiencies.
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d) Good operating efficiencies at beam
energies below 150 JceV, particularly
when used with direct energy
recovery.

e) Beams of smaller diverge ice.

f) A larger output of neutrals from
sn Injector of given size.

In the following, I discuss che six items
listed above and show the impact of recent nega-
tive ion development upon then.

II. Ion Source Efficiency

A measure of ion source efficiency is the
power required by the source per ampere of ex-
tracted ion current. Evaluated in units of input
watts per output amperes, it represents a criti-
cal factor in the overall operating efficiency
of a low energy neutral beam injector. Divided
by the beam energy, it presents the fraction of
tae power in the accelerated beam which is equal
to the power needed to operate the ion source.
At very high beam energies, it is not very signi-
ficant.

Large positive ion sources operate at about
2.5 kW per aapere. Used in a 75 keV beam line,
the power going into the ion source is roughly
3.32 of the power in the accelerated Icn beam.
If such a source were used in connection with
a cesium vapor cell to form negative ions, approx-
imately 20% of the positives would be converted
to negacive ions and the combination of positive
ion source with Cs cell would operate as a nega-
tive ion source with an efficiency of 12.5 kH per
ampere of negacive ions. The power ronuired to
operate this source would be about 16.57, of the
power in a 75 keV negative ion beam derived £rom
it. At 200 keV, the source would require only
6.3% of £he power in the ion beam.

Three years ago, at the previous Brookhaven
conference on negative ions, data was presented
on che performance of several different types
of negative ion sources under investigation at
that time. These included a hollow discharge
duoplasmatron, as well as several Penning and
magnetron sources. The source performance ranged
from 18 to 263 Uf per aapere, corresponding to
24 to 350% of the energy in a 75 keV beam.

Today, negative ion sources have been re-
ported2 to work at 5 ktf/A, with better performance
anticipated in the future. In a 75 fceV beam,
5 kW/A represents 6.7" ot the bean energy. OTiere-
as three years ago. low energy neutral Ibeaos b*««d
upon negacive ions were out of the question, ehey
now present a viable alternative.
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III. Ion tosses

During the initial stages of beam formation,
some ions become neutralized prematurely, either
by charge exchange of positive ions with the
background gas, or by electron stripping of nega-
tive ions upon impact with the background gas.
In either case this constitutes a loss of Ions to
the beaa, provided the newly forned neutrals have
not achieved their ultimate energy or assuaed
their final trajectories.

The loss of negative ions will always be
greater than the Iocs of positive iocs to beau
of the same energy passing through a background
gas of the saee density. But as can be seen by
Che ratio of the two cross-sections, ~-i<)/"10"
shown as a function of beam energy in Fig. 1, the
comparative loss of negative to positive ions is
not as serious at low energies as it is at high.

20,-

100

Beam Energy, keV

200

Fig. 1: Ratio of negative Ion stripping cross-
section, r_io to the positive ion
charge-exchange cross-section, -lo.

To minimize the loss, it is conceivable
that the background gas density could be reduced,
but only so far. Positive ion beams depend upon
electrons, generated by impact ionlzation of the
background gas to provide space-charge neutrali-
zation aad prevent space-charge blow up. Simi-
larly negative ion beans depend upon positive
ions, generated by impact lonization, to provide
space-charge neutralization* Because electrons
are so ouch aore mobile than ions, the background
gas density required to space-charge neutralize a
positive Ion beam is almost an order of magnitude
greater Chan that required for a negative ion
beam. As a consequence, negative ion beams with
energies up to 160 iceV (where (r_u)/?i.o) becomes
equal to 3.0) could theoretically be made to op-
erate with less losses than positive ions -
provided the background density can be suitably

controlled. Indeed, pumping In the vicinity of
the ion sources is critical for satisfactory nega-
tive ion beam line performance. This is discussed
in the next section on gas efficiency.

Positive Ion sources, as used In today's
neutral beam Injectors, operate at a disadvantage
with respect to ion losses. Because the neutral
gas flowing out of the source is used to feed the
neutralizer cell, the background gas density is
considerably higher in the vicinity of the accel
grids than is desirable or need be. Redesign of
the gas neutralizer cell could make a significant
Improvement.

In the following section a positive ion beaa
line is considered in which a deflection magnet
is used to separate the D 2 and D3*" Ion compon-
ents from the desired D + ion beam. The neutrali-
zation of full energy 3 + ions in the vicinity of
the magnet, before they achieved their tiaal tra-
jectory, constitutes a serious loss to the opera-
ting efficiency, particularly at low beaa ener-
gies where ?]g is large. Obviously, this is not
a good practice. To provide a comparison, another
beam line is considered which uses no deflection
magnet. The improvement is ispressive.

IV. Gas Efficiency

Gas efficiency is another ion source para-
meter which has improved significantly over the
past three years. At the 1977 conference, direct:
extraction sources were discussed that operated
at I 2" gas efficiency. Recently a magnetron
source was described3 vhich works at over 6X,
while in Russia efficiencies of 10-20Z have been
reported.4

As used In this discussion, gas efficiency
is defined as the ratio of ion flow out of the
source, in atoms per second, to the flaw of room
temperature gas into the source, in the same
units. It is an important factor in neutral beam
injector design because it establishes the quan-
tity of gas which oust be pumped away from the
vicinity of the source. This can be evaluated
from the flow of room temperature gas, Q» equi-
valent to that going into the extracted ion beam.
The total flow of gas into a source of efficiency,

i

while the gas vhich aust be pumped away is:

and

The gas flow equivalent to a positive ion
beam of predominantly atomic D* lone extract-
ed at a current density, JE*^ through a grid of
area, Ac and transparency TQ is:

QB
+ V TG*



while the gas flow equivalent to a negative Ion
beam of atonic 0* Ions is;

• l J E TG Tia
-1 (5)

thus the quantity of gas (evaluated at room
temperature) per unit area which sust be pumped
away from a positive ion source become*:

out of the ion source*, it is no surprise that
after the ion source, the extraction region it
the aost difficult section of a neutral beam line
to design. In the following analysis of a nega-
tive ion bean line, it Is arsumed that over 20%
of the extracted ions become lost to the beam in
this region.

V. Injector Operating Efficiencr

and the corresponding value for a negative ion
source is

Q_-/JL. - .1 ( 1 / i , - - 1) J * T - Tt.-'CM-2 (7>

According to the above, a positive ion
source, operating at a gas efficiency of 30Z, de-
livering D + ions at a current density of .25AOT2,
via grids of 4Q?I transparency requires pumps which
can remove .023 T£s~3- of gas per CM2 of emitting
area. A negative ion source, meanwhile operating
at a 10" gas efficiency, delivering D" ions at a
current density of .5ACM"2 with extraction grids
of 10 transparency entails .045 Ms" 1 of gas per
CM2 of source. Thus the pumping load of today's
negative ion sources is about twice that of posi-
tive ion sources.

A key problen in the vicinity of the ion
sources is to remove the gas in such a way that
minimizes the ion losses. For the highest pump-
ing speed over the shortest length along the beam
line, higher background pressures are required.
For the lowest ion losses, a short beam path
through lower pressures is preferred. When con-
sideration is given to the way the gas streams

By definition, the operating efficiency of a"
neutral beam injector ic the ratio of the neutral
bean power output to the total power input, this
is equal to the reciprocal of the SUB of the power
needed to operate each beaa line component per
watt of neutral bean output. Thus:

[i W (8)

In the following, to siaplify the analysis,
the power required for pumping, refrigeration,
and other services are neglected. Hence:

- P S/P O P A/P O (-PR/PO) O)

where P It is the power need per output neutral
watt of*the ion source; P./Po the power need of
the ion extractor and accelerator, P / P o the
power need of the photo detachment cfell and ?g/
Po i s the power recovery obtained by dirct con-
version of the energy In the unneutralized frac-
tion of the high energy beaa.

Three injectors are considered. The f i rs t ,
as shown in Fig. 2 uses aa ion source that de-
livers an ion current density, Jg * .25 PJcxr to
an accel grid of transparency, Tg + . 4 . The
atomic component of the ion beam i s â  " 90".

Beaa dump, or direct conversion electrodes
Ion deflecting electrodes•

D_ and D, ion dump

Gas type neutralizer

Deflecting
Magnet

Accel Grids

Ion Source

F_, Neutral survival factor
in drift region

Neutralization Efficiency

F_, Ion survival factor
in Magnet region

F., ion survival factor in accel gap

90S atomic C+ iona
~i?. 2: Neutral beam line b^sed upon positive ions vlth a deflecting 3U|a«c c*o reaove the 3 ;

arl csolecular ions.



The D, and !>- components ace subsequently re-
aoved'by a deflecting magnet, uhlch pcraits a
pure D + beam to enter the neutralized cell.
After neutralization, those Ions that remain ulth
the beam are removed by electrostatic deflection,
to be collected on a water-cooled b e n dump or on
biased electrodes for direct energy conversion.

The fraction of extracted ions vhich sake it
through the accel grids without suffering charge
exchange is:

(10)

Vhile the fraction of atomic ions that remain
with the bean after passage through the deflect-
ing magnet is:

nT°10 (11)

(3.3)

in vhich the ratio of extracted Ion current to
output neutral current is:

-1

and the neutralization efficiency, ":.; equals 95Z
of the maximum value, I.e.:

- .95
CIS)

and, the fraction of high energy neutrals which
are not ionized while in transit from the neu-
tralizer cell to the reactor is:

In the above, o^Q and o ~ are tlte neutralizing
and ionizing cross-sectlcas of D + in Di at the
beam energy, Vo.

dZ
(12)

With an accel power .upply efficiency, '
952, the power need of acceleration is:

These factors are given In Table 1 as evalutated
in Reference 5. " f~ "E'V

A

C16)

; vlthouc
recover?

Mil 1

Poalcivc loa Source wltb Deflecting
KafjKt ftanvliif MalecsiUr tow. Fig- 2
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the energy recovery tera is: _

«. Jt

Combining Equations 13 thru 17, the injector
efficiency is found to be:

FA FT
e((lct<KT

•fflctwcy
i V<

Using an ion source whose efficiency is
:< » 2.5 kW per ampere, and an ion source power
supply ulth an efficiency, *s « 90", the power
need of the source is:

Value* cf the various factors are listed as func-
tions of beam energy in Table I.



Th« second Injector shown In Fig. 3 uses the
sane positive ion source vith no deflecting aag-
net. Thus, F_ » 1. Other than that, the effi-
ciency is as given in Equation 18.

cally deflected out of the be**, to be collected
on water-cooled beaa duaps.

The fraction of the negative ionc that arc
not stripped during extraction is:

(19) (20)

These values are listed in Table 2.

uhile the fraction that survives transport
through the sector aagnets is:

The third beam line per Fig. 4 uses negative
ions, stripped in a photo detachment cell, to
form the neutral bean. The negative ions are
extracted from the source at soae voltage, V-.,
to bo separated from whatever electrons that nay
have also been drawn out of the source, and to be
transported to the high voltage grid systea by
sector magnets. After acceleration, the negative
ion beam is stripped of electrons in the photo
detachment cell. Subsequently, those ions re-
maining with the neutral beam are electrostati-

(21)

and '.he surviving fraction that get past the ac-
celerator is:

(22)

Beam dump or direct conversion electrodes

Ion deflecting
Electrodes

Gas type
neutralizer

Accel Grids

Ion Source

F , Neutral survival factor
in drift region

TV., Neutralization Efficiency

F., Ion survival factor in accel gap

, 90* atonic D ions

rig. 3: Neutral beam line bassd upon positive ions.
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F , Neutral survival factor
in drift reglpn

Beaa duap

Ion Deflecting electrodes-

Fhotodetachnent Cell

Laser ——
Accel Grids —
Sector magnets

Extraction Grids

Z<m Source T B l l ^ ^ 1 V 95Z «**PP*« efficiency

I,, ion survival factor in high voltage
aceel gap

• F_, ion survival factor in sector magnet

. F£, ion survival factor in 10 kV extraction gap
*

Fig. 4: Neutral beam line based upon negacive ions, stripped by photo detachment.
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The power need of the source is as shewn in
Equation 13. For the negacive ion 3ourcc lee
S s v 3 ECK/A and:

-1

"sing photo decachaent let the stripping effi-
cienc;--, -,H 955.

The power need of extraction and accelera-
tion is;

iZi)

in which the efficiency of the extraction power
supply i s taken to be the sjne as chat of the
high voltage power supply, i . e . " - .95.

In chc above the current of electrons that
i s extracted along with the negative ions i s
equal to a fraction, -» of Che extracted ion
current, I,-. Is Che following 1 i s taken to be

.5-

Finally, the power need of the photo i e -
cacbaenc c e l l 6 . ' i s :

6.5
1 ' •* 1 -

0 'S T.
C5)

In Che above, Che laser vh^ch excites :*:e
photo detaciaenc cell is assu*e£ so uork at an
efficiency, *. » 1.57, the airrors along the
edges of thv cell have a reflectivic;.-, a » 39.9*1,
and the separation between airrors is S • 250 c-s.
The negative icn current density entering the
cell is ". " 1.1 A/sa', through a grid of trans-
parency, TJJ • 50*. •

The injector efficiency is:

•'¥,VA



The rttults arc shown In Table 3 and plotted in
Fig. 5.

and the beaa currant density throughout the focal
plane is:

100-

. 80-

e

u 60'

u 40-

20-

0
I

rig. 3:

I PosiCive ion beam line, without
energy recovery

With energy recovery

Negative ion
beaa line

Positive bean
line using magnet

Without- energy recovei
With energy recovery-

100

Beam Energy, keV

Beanline power efficiencies.

200

The peak currant density, J- is found by
integrating the above over the entir* focal plane,
thus:

A ca " C29)

In which F is the focal length, and the
angles are

X_/F (30)

VI. 3eaa Divergence

The ions originate from a slotted grid
structure, vhich is curved to fora a focus at
point 0 in the focal plane, as shown in Fig. 6.

rig. 6: 3eas optics.

In :he focal plane the beaa is assumed eo have
a $aussian current distribution over all radii.
Thus, if :-:e is the radius in the focal plait*.
parallel co the grid slots, that corresponds to
a bcaa current density vhlch Is 1/e times the
peak axial value at point 0, and V^ is the cor-
responding radius, noraal to the geld slots,
the focus of points at which the current density
is 1/e times the peak value is:

1.

(31)

Data from the analysis of neutral beau
foraed froa positive ions extracted via slotted
grids show Che beaa angles to be relatively con-
stant over an energy range froa 20 to i£0 iceV.
3 and S are approxlaatelv .5 and 1.3 . res-
pcctivelf.

Theoretically, these angles should be a
function of the ion temperature in the source,
and they should vary Inversely with the square
root of the beaa energy. That the angles £o act
behave this way, is indicative of soae other
factor, (such as the grid design ?r the inter-
action of the beaa with the background piasaa la
she neutralizer) taking a dominant role la ccn-
trol of the beaa divergence, t'nfortunately, ve
do not know what causes the descrepancy, and we
have no comparative data for negative ion beaa
lines.

Early aea*.:reaents of the eaittances if
negative ion beams indicated that :hey vere
considerably larger than :hosc of positive ion
beams. More recent aaasureaents however, indi-
cate that they are not auch rcre than two times
larger.3 obviously, considerable work xist be
done in this field, not only co improve the
eaittance of negative ion beams, but so under-
stand the process and to iaprove the positive
ion beam angles, as well.

There is no basic reason why the *»itr»nce
of i neutral beaa formed fr.rw negative ions
should be uorse Shan one arijinarint as a posi-
tive ion beaa, in fact negative iens sight fora
aore favorable neutral beams, because x'rt "**
pUsaa interaction *n a photedecacteent :t



should be considerably leu Chan that In a gaa
neutralizes

VII. Beaa Packaging

A well-designed neutral beaa injector will
provide a aa.-iaua ntutral currant froa the small-
est possible asseably. To fora a coapacx, tvifch
current unit, the component beaa lines Bust be
aounted closely together. But the packaging is
liaited by the need to ktcp each beaa line elec-
trically isolated froa its neighbors. In the
event of a bean line failure, the voltage in each
beamline say have to be turned off and allowance
nude to pernit the remaining beaa lines to con-
tinue operation.

G«ooetric considerations sake it desirable
to operate the ion sources at high vol.age. This
aakes the water and electrical connections aore
complicated as they aust be designed for recote
operation. However it eliatnates the extra space
needed between beaalines to insulate the adjacent
neutralizer cells, vhich are at high voltage, if
the ion sources are at ground.

In this study, the ion sources are assuaed
to be at high voltage, mounted in grounded en-
closures as shown in Fig. /.with the neutralizer
at ground.

— Tni n-.ru

Grounded Enclosure

~ig. ~: Ion source housing.

A configuration of stacked ion sources is shown
in Fig. 3. VG and He represent the active width
and height of each grid, anile S H and SH are the
corresponding grid to grid spacing*, "roa the
figure It can oe seen that the neutral current
ouif-it per unit area of stacked ion sources is:

X

IHI

t-S H

L Ion Source

"ig. S: Stacked ion sources.

(32)

Obviously, the aost advantageous packaging
results froa the ion source with the largest
eaittisg area. 3ut the ion source dimensions are
restricted by practical considerations. '-»"ir.h i
slotted grid, the grid width is liaited by the
ability of each grid rail to remove heat. Con-
sistent with positive ice source design, it is
assumed that the grid width. "J_ is 12 c».

The aaxiaua tolerable source length, assua-
ing the grids are built up out of saaller sec-
tions, depends upon what can be handled resotelv.
provided the energy stored in the r.igh voltage
electrcde* is not excessive. I assuae that 3.
source 250 ca In length -ill be acceptable.

Calculated estiaates5 of the energy stored
in the shield and grid structure of sources de-
livering current densities equal to .25 and .1
A ca-- are plotted in Fig. ?." They appear to te
acceptable.

The spacing between sources is determined
either !>y consideration jf puaping. high voltage
insulation or beaa line geoeetry. The jac lead
I* assuaed to be taken care of by placinc :r-;.c-
pueps along the grounded walls of the source
enclosure. '»'ich ̂  ca ,yei «ach side af the grid
to the edge et the ion source. 29 ca fee the
double tided cryapanel sbovn in ~ii. ". the -r.iri-
aua allowable grii to grid spacing, as ietenair.ed
by voltage i-.iiuUtion is:



2 Vo/E_) (33)

in which t.;e average field between electrodes,
S_ • 20 SsY/ca.

3.0

a 2.5"
a

2.0

1 1.5-

0.5-

* .1 A/ca~

9 100 200

3eaa Energy, keV

Fig. 9: £sci=aies of energy stored between
;rids ar.d shields-

The geoaecrlc constraints of spacing are
shown in Fig. 10. %'ith a :oc3l length. ? and a
clearance ler.gth. Ly befveen beam line*, the
spacing between sources in a direction parallel
*o she srid slots is:

m •• • (341

while the ipacir.s; in the direction perpendicular
to the slots is:

•.-(-3-)
Values of spacings, S_, 5.,, and Su ire shovn

plotted in Fig. 11 :°r " -"10*30 ca, Ly"« i00 c>
and L., • -"0 ca; tor i and ; equal to .5 and 1.3
jver the full ran^e •Jteaners?. and for the theo-
retical case -jhere they vary inversely with the
square root of the ?eas energy. It is evident
that the reparation between grids susc satisfy.
=_ per Equation ~3 in all cases.

2.5 a.

(Focal Umgth)

Fig. 10: 3eam line

60.

50"

- 40'

I 20^

1 0 •

0 100 200

3eaa Energv. kel"

"it. 11: Separation between ;rics.

Values of the neutral current output unit
atea of stacked ion soirees are SKCVE In ~i$. 12
For the positive ion «eurces, J, « .25 Ai'car JI
7_ - .4 while for she negative" icn iource. !^
.1 A/ca- and T_ « .5. The ratio IV'I- a»s ta*»
frca Hquations'""!- and 22.
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VIII. Conclusion

The direct extraction sources of negative
ions^ have seareed a trend of development that
-.-ill lead to neutral beat injectors of higher
efficiency and saaller size than was previously
envisioned. In regards to the 3ix advantages
that positive ions had over low energy negative
systeas, it now appears that:

a) The efficiency of negative ion
sources has improved to Che point
-here They can be effectively used
in low energy beaa lines.

;) Vith coed jurping designs, nega-
tive ion losses need not be varse
than the positive ion losses in
today's systeos.

c) Negative ion sources can now be
designed vich gas efficiencies
chat are as auch as one-third to
one half that oi positive ions.

d> Taking advantage if the anticipated
developnent of photo detachaenc,
negative ion systems uill have
better operating efficiencies than
those of positive ions - over a
broad range o: beaa energies.

e. Neutral bcaa* fonmA fro* negative iocs
have divergence* that at least fill b* af tie
saae order of aajnetude of those cttaiced
froa positive, ions.

f. The output of neutrals frca an Injector Ebacod
upon negative Ions will be coepetatlve vith
one of equal size based upon positive ions
over a broad range of beas energies.
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